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Rose Updates:

**Bib and Item specifics from January statistics**
The numbers are down, because DPL isn’t fully re-integrated and other libraries are out for ILS migration.

DPL’s catalog is not fully re-integrated. They’re working out the kinks. Missing records tend to be the older records, not the new ones. Lafayette has joined Prospector through FLC. Loveland is also in the process of converting from a stand-alone site to the FLC.

DU is mostly back – the migration took a lot longer than expected, then took a while to migrate the records back into Prospector, lending/borrowing went live early January.

CSU, CSU-Pueblo and Health Sciences are out for migration. Anythink hoping to get in soon, will use a DCB box hosted by the Alliance. Loveland will be official next month.

**Encore Search Display Issues:**
Why are Subject Search results different in Encore v Classic interface? In Encore, limiting by subject search is searching Subject Keyword search, where in classic it only searches actual subject terms.

In some versions of Encore, the search terms are highlighted in red. Jefferson County and Mobius both show search terms in red. It’s not in Prospector yet. It’s an optional skin. Will look into updating the skin on Prospector.

There isn’t an Encore request screen but there is an Encore refresh to make the request page look more Encore-like.

Question: how is Mobius use going? Mobius is about 1-2% of Prospector borrowing. There have been troubles with the courier. Going through Kansas has been problematic and very slow. Colorado and Missouri are looking into ways to improve the courier system.

Any library using a DCB box cannot place Mobius holds, and with ILS migrations, more libraries are moving to DCB connections.
Presentations:

**Moving to a new ILS**
Sommer Browning, Auraria
Migrating to Sierra from Millennium

**Part 2 of MARC Edit workshop**
Laura Wright CU Boulder
Melanie Walker, DU

Follow up discussion about task lists in MARCEdit. Could there be a shared list for tasks that several libraries may want? Or submit questions on CAT/REF listserv? Or create a document to accompany the Best Practices? To be discussed.

On the lighter site: check out the Twitter hashtag: #catalogervalentines

See Prospector Catalog Reference Committee ([https://www.coalliance.org/catalog-reference-committee](https://www.coalliance.org/catalog-reference-committee)) page on the Alliance site for minutes, committee members, presentations and best practices documents.

Next Meeting scheduled for April 20, 2017.